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Social Innovation - ideas and solutions that 
create social value. 

How did we do it? Learn about the process...

The CERUSI - Caravan as a vehicle for sector collaboration in Germany

RSI Caravan in Poland

Cooperation Fund Foundation with the support of the Animacja
Foundation has completed the third series of Caravan Stops in
Poland. We visited three places in west-central Poland – Pleszew
Sowina Błotna and Kuczków. The meetings were attended by
representatives of various groups: local activists, seniors, youth
representatives, officials, the elected chairman of the village council
and residents. The most important topics to be solved in this local
community were: rural mobility and public transport, sense of
belonging, availability of services, access to specialized healthcare
and seniors care, local labour market and exodus of the citizens. 
The last Caravan Stop in Poland will take place after the summer
time.

Depending on the region and thematic focus of their
work, there are many support offers for aspiring social
innovators and entrepreneurs in rural Germany. The
ecosystem of support organisations likewise is truly
diverse – ranging from state-funded schemes to
private foundations. Many organisations are thus
experts in understanding their regions’ needs as well
as in delivering tailer-made support to their local
communities. 

In this context Social Impact has team-up with the
young and aspiring entrepreneurial support
organisation “Ahoj”, which operates in Görlitz located
in the Saxony-region right at the border with Poland.
Jointly we will implement a stand and offer workshops
and like this engage with the citizens of the greater
Görlitz-Region during the “Fokus” Street-Festival
(August 14th 2021). 

Thus, besides the collaboration’s main goal of
understanding the regional potential for social
innovative idea, the CERUSI-Caravan also represents
a great opportunity to reinforce the ties & exchange
between support organisations and like this
strengthen rural social innovation at large. 

The implementation of CERUSI’s Caravan mainly serves the purpose of inspiring, informing, and
training our project’s target groups, that are “changemakers” in Central Europe’s rural regions.
However, the openness of the CERUSI-Caravan concept – probably best described by the phrase
“share a cup of coffee” – also encourages partners to reach-out for new collaborations in
“unchartered” areas.

U N D E R S T A N D I N G  C O M M U N I T Y  N E E D S

http://www.skyrocketplatform.eu/
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Caravan stops in Italy

The "Caravan Stops" led by the Italian partners of Cerusi Project
have come to an end. 
Rich comparison and substantial participation by local players
and institutions happened in the first phase. Also important was
the involvement of stakeholders who wanted to enrich the
opportunities and analysis about the potential application in the
following sharing moments.
The participation of the territories has ensured a rich analysis of
the needs and opportunities present in the Union of
Municipalities of Frignano and the Apennine municipalities of
the Union of Municipalities of the Ceramic District.
Work has been developed to promote values, ideas and design
tools, concretizing the actions that have been designed to
achieve Cerusi goals, the same aims of a community that wants
to grow in cohesion thanks to social innovation.
After the work on macro areas of intervention to get ideas and
projects and thanks to the fundamental support of stakeholders,
we are ready for "Caravan Labs", seen as a shared opportunity
for the elaboration and finalization of the contents.

Side effect of CERUSI activities in Slovakia

Entrepreneurs, who want to establish a social enterprise in
Slovakia, must undergo the process of registering a social
enterprise within the Ministry of Labour, Social Affairs and
Family of the Slovak Republic. The process of registration 
 means fulfilling several conditions that are demanding in
terms of content and time, especially for those who have not
yet had any experience with business. 
A few months ago, EPIC Non-profit was contacted by a start-
up entrepreneur with a request for an assistant (paid by
EPIC), who would process and arrange the entire registration
process with all required documents. As this was, regarding
EPIC capacities, key mission and activities delivered within
Cerusi and other ongoing projects, not possible to offer such
support, the entrepreneur left the EPIC unhappy and
dissatisfied. 
Based on this experience, EPIC has communicated the issue
with the Ministry of Labor, Social Affairs and Family of the
Slovak Republic. The conditions of registration are gradually
being modified, based also on this case, and the
administrative burden is reduced in order to simplify the
whole process.

E V E R Y O N E  C A N  B E  A  C H A N G E M A K E R
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RSI Caravans in the Czech Republic

From April to June, RERA organized a series of online meetings with
various stakeholders as well as the general public. Meetings concentrated
into five geographical areas in the South Bohemian Region and the main
goal was to collect data on quality of life in Czech rural areas. Topics like
access to health care and social services, sustainable agriculture, active
citizens’ participation in public affairs or sustainable entrepreneurship
were brought up and discussed. The main identified subjects were boost
of entrepreneurial activities in rural areas, circular & sustainable economy
and communication & joint municipalities support. Of course, even though
that these micro-regions share many problems and challenges, they also
have special needs specific only for their area. To help the participants
proceed with solutions design and implementation, they were all invited
to the RSI Labs, where they will have a chance to accelerate their ideas.

Experimentation in Slovenian RSI Labs

After a series of caravan stops organised during
the autumn / winter months it has become clear
that the most pressing social challenges of local
rural communities in the Podravje region are
related to population aging and the outflow of
young people from rural areas, unemployment,
intergenerational cooperation, uncultivated areas
and empty buildings, as well as the lack of services
and poor integration of existing ones. 

It is not surprising, therefore, that within the RSI
Laboratory most ideas have been developed
around sustainable agriculture and sustainable
tourism. More than 30 participants were involved in
workshops, that were organised as off-line and on-
line events. Cultivating the land in a permacultural
way and involving visitors to raise their awareness
and knowledge (authentic experience), using
natural spaces to support health and well-being,
connecting local providers and local knowledge
into travel experience and support local economy
in the hinterland of touristic destinations, using
everything from grapes to stalk for healthy and
organic products and much more was on the table. 

E X C I T E D  T O  S U P P O R T  R U R A L  S O C I A L  I N N O V A T I O N
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Fun moments from workshops in Slovakia

EPIC has organized a number of online lab workshops with
social entrepreneurs and experts in the social economy field.
In April 2021, the online workshop was also attended by
expert and long-term social entrepreneur Melinda Mikleová.
Couple of days before the workshop, she had an unpleasant
incident with a less responsible driver, who crashed into her
car and Mrs. Melinda escaped with several injuries from this
collision. 

As participated in the lab workshop, Mrs. Melinda welcomed
our stakeholders together with the nurse, who came to give
her an infusion. Even this situation did not prevent Mrs.
Melinda from continuing to enter online and refused to turn
off the camera during the infusion, saying that this is now
part of her job.

Expert Melinda announced that she would be happy to show
us her nurse because she is like an angel. The nurse then
waved at our participants and wished us a successful
workshop. This reaction made all the participants laugh and
kicked off a very smiling meeting.

Caravan und LAB im Naturpark in der Weinidylle - Austria

Johann Weber, the chairman of the nature park association, has brought
the following problem to our attention: In their region they have to set up
an Initiative for securing agricultural areas for viticulture, which is the
base of this Nature park Weinidylle. The preservation of the small-
structured landscape is currently endangered. Due to the Covid-19
situation, the small wine-growing businesses have come under great
pressure based on the lower sales opportunities. Therefore, they try to
improve their enterprises and in order to save costs they are currently
giving back leased land. Since the owners of the land are unable to find
new tenants, the consequence can be the clearing of those areas.
Currently at least app. 4 ha are affected. 

That would not only change the beautiful image of the cultural landscape, it would also impair the
experience of the landscape along the hiking trail and cycling track. As a first step RMB organized two
workshops with the naturpark team, the mayors, farmers, the chamber of agriculture and tourism
organization where the following possible solutions were harveted:
 - Securing of the areas through leasing via the nature park association
 - Product development: Nature park grape juice 
 - Participation models in cooperation with existing platforms, e.g. my acker

Johann and his team are grateful that experts were able to work on these urgent issues in rural areas
through an international project.

 L A U G H T E R  C A N  B E  A  P R O D U C T I V I T Y  T O O L  A S  W E L L

https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/the-tao-innovation/201406/the-power-humor-in-ideation-and-creativity


Get involved!

Welcome to Skyrocket Platform & RSI Academy.

Skyrocket Platform 
(www.skyrocketplatform.eu) 

 
A very special place, where Challenges

meet social Innovations and where
actors of innovations can interact with

each other and discuss main social
issues.

 
- present your organisation

- create a private working space
- submit a challenge or innovation

 
It’s all free of charge and allows you

to make an impact!

interveiws with experts
access to multiple tools developed by
practitioners
ready-to-use tips
quiz summarizing the knowledge acquired
during each modul
opportunity to obtain a certificate

Module 1: Rural Empowerement
Module 2: Understanding Community Needs
Module 3: Business Model Design
Module 4: Impact Design
Module 5: Sustainability Design

Rural Social Innovation (RSI) Academy 

Online training course to build competencies on
social innovation in rural context:

Training modules:

Available in English, Polish, German,

Italian, Czech, Slovak, and Slovene.

http://www.skyrocketplatform.eu/
https://skyrocketplatform.eu/en/knowledge-hub/rsi-academy
https://skyrocketplatform.eu/en/knowledge-hub/rsi-academy
https://skyrocketplatform.eu/en/sign-up

